Caged Nationwide
DISCLAIMER
Guidelines
We advise that you 'DO NOT' do any of the following:
Obstruct roads, pathways, or doorways.
Touch other people’s property without gaining their approval, ie Do NOT put leaflets through car
windows, pop leaflets into people’s bags, prams etc.
Follow people if they walk away from you, as this can be classed as harassment.
Leave leaflets on cars or anywhere else without permission, as this can be classed as littering.
Use any obscene language - Educate NOT Isolate.
Do anything that can be deemed as vandalism, such as drawing on footpaths, or car parks etc, or
attaching materials to private property, even if this is easily removable, such as the use of chalk, as we
must remain professional at all times.
Track protests - Please consider the greyhounds and their welfare - We strongly advise you do NOT
touch or obstruct vehicles carrying animals as this may frighten the dogs and can be taken very
seriously.
To comply with specific laws that protect children, please refrain from taking photographs of children
unaccompanied by a parent or guardian. We strongly advise that children under the age of 18 do not
attend protests without a guardian or adult accompanying them.
All greyhound tracks have CCTV and any actions deemed as illegal, may cause action to be taken against
the whole of a protest, and could even introduce an injunction against regular protesters.
What we advise you to do
We advise that at least one member of every organised protest, captures video footage throughout a
track protest, as this can substantiate the innocence of any person accused of a crime.
Please act within the law at all times. Caged Nationwide have to work within the law, and are fully aware
of the possibility of infiltration within the anti-racing movement, and therefore cannot be expected to
conceal any information forwarded to them if a crime is committed.
Please do take full responsibility for your animals at all times, by making any necessary provisions for
them, and, if possible avoid taking them to greyhound track demonstrations where they may be
exposed to people who are intoxicated, crowds and loud noise.
The above information is provided to help protect the anti racing movement as a whole.

I have read the above Guidelines and would like to order ............ copies of guidelines
Date .......................................
Name in Print ...........................................................................
Please sign and return ............................................................................
Agreement
I understand that I do NOT represent the group Caged Nationwide and I agree to accept their materials
on the basis that I work independently, and will provide true and accurate information to the best of my
knowledge, while wearing or distributing materials supplied to me by them.
I am aware that Caged Nationwide are NOT responsible for any of my actions, or those of any other
individual, and that Caged Nationwide will NOT offer any level of insurance cover for any part of my
event/s where I am using their materials or otherwise, unless specifically stated in writing to myself prior
the event.
I will do my utmost to follow the guidelines given above, while I wear or distribute any Caged Materials,
so as not to cause damage to the reputation of the anti-racing movement.
I agree to offer the above guidelines to all participants at an event, and I understand that each individual
will be fully responsible for their own actions.
I fully understand the terms given, on which I would like to accept Caged Nationwide materials.
Date ......................................
Name in Print .....................................................................
Signature ......................................................................
This agreement will be kept for official use only and will not be used by any third party other than for
legal purposes, if required.

